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1. THE PROBLEM 
The invariant-imbedding approach to the problem of transport processes 
in a one-dimensional rod [I] gives rise to the following system of nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations: 
y' = (F - 1) r + By - $(y, r), 
Y'=--y+(l--F)y+$(y,r). (1) 
The independent variable, t, represents length along the rod, y  represents 
flux from right to left at a point t, and r represents flux from left to right. The 
parameters B and F are nonnegative constants representing the effects of 
backward and forward scattering, with B + F < 1. The quantity 4(y, Y) 
represents the rate of absorption loss in both the forward and backward 
streams as a result of stream interactions. If  we consider the rod as being 
of some finite length t, , with no flux falling upon the left-hand end and 
flux y,, falling upon the right-hand end, then we seek to solve the system (1) 
subject to the following boundary conditions: 
Y(0) = 0, YOO) = Yo > 0. (2) 
In this paper we shall establish the existence and uniqueness of a solution 
to (1) under the boundary conditions (2), given certain natural conditions 
on 4. 
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contract No. AF 49(638).700 monitored by the Directorate of Development Planning. 
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2. THE UNIFORM CASE 
THEOREM 1. If 
(a) B>O, F>O, B+F<l, 
(b) +(y,O) = 0, 4(y,r) > 0 if YY # 0, 
(c) $(y, Y) satisjes a Lipschitx condition in the whole plane, 
then there exists a unique solution to the system (I) which satisjies the boundary 
conditions (2). 
PROOF. Consider the system (1) as defining a flow of the (y, Y) plane into 
itself. Condition (c) implies that, for any fixed to , this flow defines a homeo- 
morphism of the plane onto itself (see [2], chap. VI). The point (0,O) is 
clearly a fixed point of this flow. Our problem is to show that, for any fixed 
t, , the image of the ray Y = 0, y 3 0 is a curve which defines a single-valued 
function of y, which we shall call r,Jy). If B = 0, the theorem is trivial. 
Let us therefore assume B > 0 (and thus F < 1). Then the open ray (i.e., 
Y = 0, y > 0) is carried into the set Y > 0, y > Y by t, > 0. The inequality 
Y > 0 follows from the fact that Y’ > 0 on y > 0, Y = 0. The inequality 
y > Y follows from 
y’-r’=(l -F-B)(r+y)+24(y,r)>O for y=r>o. 
Since y > Y at all points on the image of the open ray, it follows that 
y’=(l --F)y--y+$(y,y)>(l -F--B)y+$(y,y)>O 
at all points on the image. Thus y is monotone increasing along the whole 
of each trajectory which originates on the open ray. Thus it is easy to see 
that, for any fixed t, and y0 , the image of the open ray must intersect the line 
y = y,, at least once. This establishes the existence of a solution to the two- 
point boundary value problem. We establish uniqueness by an indirect 
argument. Assume yl(tO) =yz(to) and rl(t,) > r,(t,) for two trajectories 
(yl(t), rl(t)) and (yz(t), rz(t)) which originate on the open ray. It is no restric- 
tion to assume t,, is the least value of t at whichyr(t) = yz(t). Then there are 
two cases to consider: 
I. ~~(0) >ya(O) (Fig. 1). Since y is monotonically increasing with t, 
we can regard rr as a function of yr and Y, as a function of ys , Then 
~,~Yl(ON > YdYdW = 07 
so since rl and r2 are both continuous, it follows that for some y between 
rdO> and xW we have YI(Y) = rdr), which contradicts the uniqueness of 
trajectories in the (y, Y) plane. 
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Y&O) YI (0) Y,(Q)) 
= y2itol 
FIG. 1 
II. ~~(0) <yz(0) (Fig. 2). Then 
Yl(O) + m < YzK9 + r,(O), 
but 
Y&J) + r,(cJ > Y&o) + ~&Id- 
Thus there exists a t, such that 
O<t,<t,, YI(G + ~&I) = Y&l) + ~&I), 
and 
rl(t0) 
-Y 
YI (0) Y2(0) YI (10) 
= Y2(10) 
FIG. 2 
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But 
y’+r’=(l+B-F)(y-r), 
SO 
Ylk) - Gl) 2 Y&l) - Y&l). 
Thus yl(Q 2 yz(tJ. Hence we can find a t, such that 0 < t, < t, < t, and 
Yl(G = Y&z), h h w ic contradicts our hypothesis that t,, was the least t at 
which yi(t) = ya(t), This concludes the proof. 
3. EXTENSIONTO NONUNIFORM CASE 
All of the above argument applies even when B, F; and $ vary with t, 
except for the argument used to derive a contradiction in Case I. To create 
an argument to cover Case I for a nonuniform rod, we must require 4 to 
be an increasing function of I and y. 
THEOREM 2. If B(t), F(t), and $(t; y, r) satisfy Lipschitz conditions for all 
t, y, and T, and in addition 
(a) B(t) > 0, F(t) Z 0, B(t) +F(t) < 1, 
(b) M;Y, 0) = 0, W ~1, I / y)>d(cyz,rd ;f ~l>ya and yl>y,, 
then there exists a unique solution to the system (1) which satisjes the boundary 
conditions (2). 
PROOF. The proof that y’ > 0 at all points on the image of the open ray 
is just as before, and the existence of a solution follows. To prove uniqueness, 
assume yl(to) =y2(tO), where (yl(t), rl(t)) and (yz(t), rz(t)) are two distinct 
trajectories which originate on the open ray. For definiteness, assume 
Y,(O) > Yz(O); 1 a so we assume to is the least t such that yl(t) = yz(t). Since 
r,(O) -= r,(O) = 0, we have 
Yl(O) - @) >Yz(O) - r,(O), 
Yl(O) + m > YdO) + r2w 
However, at t, we must have either 
or 
Yl(4J - GJ G Y&o) - y&o) 
Since 
Y&o) + GJ G Y,kJ + &J 
y’(t) + y’(t) = [I + B(t) --F(t)1 [r(t) - 4tl1, 
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we see that yz(t) + rz(t) cannot begin to catch up with yl(t) + rl(t) until 
y2(t) - r2(t) > yJt) .--- y1(t). 
Thus there must be some t, such that 0 < t, < t, and 
Yl(Q + r&J > Yz(b) +~ yz(tJt (3) 
Yl(h) - ~IW = Y2Pl> - yz(t,), (4) 
Yl’M - y,‘(h) 2 Y2W - Y2’W (5) 
Since r&J > Y2(h), we see that the equality (4) above implies 
y&d > y,(h). Now 
Yl’(4 - ylw = [l - WI) - wa (rdtd + rl(tl)) + 2+(tl;Yl(tA Q(h)) 
> [1 - w - wa (Y2W + Yz(h)) + 25%; Y2(4h r&d) 
= Y2vl) - y,‘(h), 
which contradicts the inequality (5). This concludes the proof. 
The following example demonstrates that if ~$(t; X, y) is not assumed to be 
increasing, uniqueness does not necessarily hold, even if B andF are constant: 
r' = - +Y + $y - +(t; y, Y), 
y’=-+r++y+$(cY,y), (6) 
where 4 satisfies the following conditions: 
$(t; y, y) = 0 if t e2, 
WY, 1) = (Y - I)/2 if t > 2, y  >2, 
4(c y, y) = 0 if t > 2, rhf. 
If yl(0) = 1, rl(0) = 0, ~~(0) = -$ ~~(0) = 0, then (see Fig. 3): 
Y&) = q 9 rl(t) = + for oet<2, 
yl(t) = et-2 + 1, r1(t) = 1 for t > 2, 
y (t) = 5t + lo 2 -, 8 r2(t) = : for o<t 
Thus 
~~(2.64276 ..*) = 2.90172 -.+ = ~~(2.64276 a..) 
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In other words, if radiation of intensity 2.90172 **. falls on the right-hand 
end of a rod obeying the law (6), if there is no radiation falling on the left- 
hand end of the rod, and if the length of the rod is 2.64276 ..., then according 
I 
2- 
L 
t-2.54 ,- P 
1-Y 
2 3 
FIG. 3 
to the invariant-imbedding model, the reflection may either be of an intensity 
1 or of an intensity 1.6517 ... (and in fact there is at least one possible value 
intermediate to these two). It is easy to modify this example to one in which 
the 4 is always positive (but small where we assumed 4 = 0) off the y-axis, 
or to one in which 4 is constant but F and B vary (B must be increased and 
then decreased to get the ya trajectory “through” the region where $ is large). 
Problems of uniqueness are common in the theory of invariant imbedding 
[3, chap. IX; 41, but unfortunately our methods, depending heavily as they 
do on phase-plane analysis, do not generalize easily to the higher-dimensional 
or function-space cases. 
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